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As a part of our Institute’s ongoing research in developing counter-current chromatography (CCC) from lab-batch technique into preparative and industrial scale technology, we have built a non-synchronous preparative machine (gms/day) using large volume, high throughput coils where phase separation and mixing can be independently controlled.  This will be used to evaluate any correlation between the ratio of bobbin and rotor speeds and separation efficiency for different solvent systems.
Conventional CCC centrifuges are designed as “partitioning” type machines, utilising the hydrodynamic behaviour of two immiscible liquid phases in coiled columns that are undergoing planetary motion. Typically, this motion is generated by a 1:1 ratio gear or belt drive between the rotor and the bobbin. A significant advantage of this “synchronous” mode of action is that for each revolution of the rotor, the bobbin applies exactly one counter-turn of twist to the tube connecting the coiled column to external equipment. This mechanically simple principal permits the connection without the use of rotary seals. This part of CCC technology has become known as the “Flying-Lead”. 
The disadvantage of current CCC machines is that the 1:1 ratio required by the Flying-Lead also determines the type and strength of the accelerations applied to the column and there is no reason or evidence that this 1:1 ratio should also happen to be optimal for the separation process which is, after all, the whole point of the exercise. 
It was demonstrated on an analytical scale, low-β non-synchronous machine designed by Dr Ito that certain separations using aqueous–aqueous polymer two-phase systems (ATPS) can benefit by very low bobbin/rotor speed ratios [1-3]. ATPS, as an example of highly polar solvent systems, require much more time and a stronger centrifugal force field for settling because of very small density difference and low interfacial tension between the two phases. However, it is our contention that any separation with any solvent system may well benefit from a non-synchronous mode of action.
Our machine is a robust modification of a commercially available Midi-DE preparative CCC centrifuge with twin, wide bore, large volume, high β coils and is capable of driving the rotor and bobbins independently at speeds up to 1000rpm in either direction without requiring rotating seals.
A preliminary set of trials on model sample separations will be presented and we now welcome suggestions for collaborations from other researchers with “problem” separations to try out with this new approach.
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